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7stituto di Elettrotecnica ed Elettronica, Pditecnico di Milano, 
P. za Leonardo da Vinci n. 32, 20133 Milano, Italy 
In this paper we develop a theory of context-free graph grammars. Formal 
properties of such grammars are proven, with particular attention to graph 
language recognizability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graph grammars have been studied by several authors. The motivations of 
these works have arisen from completely different areas of computer science, 
such as picture processing (Pfaltz and Rosenfeld, 1969; Montanari, 1970; 
Rosenfeld and Milgram, 1972; Pavlidis, 1972; Abe et al., 1973; Furtado and 
Mylopoulos, 1975; Fu and Brayer, 1975) or formal semantics of programming 
languages (Pratt, 1971). In particular, our interest derives from studies in data 
structure definition, abstraction, and correctness (Della Vigna and Ghezzi, 1976). 
The large variety of motivations seems to be responsible for the unnormalized 
notations which have been introduced. Almost every author set his own defini- 
tions, so that properties and theorems cannot be readily transferred from one 
formal model to another. 
Context-free graph grammars have been defined by Pavlidis (1972) and Pratt 
(1971); in particular, we will base our work on the model described by Pratt. 
In this paper context-free graph grammars are studied in order to develop 
a theory similar to that of context-free string languages. In particular, some 
results are shown on the generative power of the scheme, the existence of 
normal forms, and the parsing problem. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
A graph over 27 (the node alphabet) and A (the link alphabet) is a triplet D = 
(N, 9, ~b), where N is a finite nonempty set of nodes, 9: N -+ X is the node 
labeling function, and ~ __C N × A × N is the link labeling function. 
Let f# = {D ] D is a graph over Z and A}; a graph language 2 over Z' and A 
is a subset of N. 
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Let G = (Na ,  ~oa, ~a) and H = (NH,  ~OH, CH) be two graphs over 27 and A. 
G is equivalent o H (G ~- H) if a one-to-one quivalence function ,: Na  ---> NH 
exists such that 
(1) ~a(n) = ~,(4n)) ,  Vn ~ ar~, 
(2) (n 1 , a, n2) ~ Ca iff (~(nl) , a, e(n2) ) ~ Cg. 
Let G~ = (N~, ~ol, ¢1) and G~ = (Nz, q%, ¢~) be two graphs over 27 and A, 
such that N~ ~ N~ = 2~ ? 
The k-concatenation f (;1 and (72, with k ~ 1, is an operation which connects 
G~ and G~ through k nodes of the graphs identically labeled. 
Formally, let n l ,  nz .... , n~ ~ N~, m~, mz,..., me ~ N-~, and ~01(ni) = ~o~(mi) 
V1 ~ i ~< k. A graph H = (NH,  ~o~, Cg) is the k-concatenation of G1 and G~ 





N .  = (N~-{n~,n~ .... ,n~) )uN~;  
v . (n )  = vl(n), 
v . (n )  = w(n) ,  
q, a, h) E ¢1; 
q, a, h) e ¢,,, 
(l, a, mi) ~ ~bH 
Vn e N~ - -  {n~, n~ ,..., he}, 
Vn ~ N2; 
Vl, k ~ N 1 - -  {nl, n2 ,... , he} and k/a ~ Z' such that 
Vl, k E Nz  and Va ~ 27 such that (l, a, k) ~ ~b2; 
(mi, a, l) ~ ~H 
(mi ,  a, mj) c ¢~ 
no other element is 
We write H = Gl(nl , n2 ,..., 
Vl <~ i <<k, 
and Va ~ X such 
V1 <~i~k,  
and Va ~ 27 such 
g l <~ i <~ k, 
and Va E Z such 
in Cu. 
Vle  N1 - {nl , n~ ,..., n~} 
that (l, a, nl) ~ ¢1; 
Vl e N1 - -  {n~, n2 ,..., he} 
that (ni, a, l) ~ ~bl; 
Vl <~j ~k  
that (hi,  a, nj) e ~bl; 
n~) 0 G2(rnl , m~ ,..., me). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. In Fig. 2.1 the result of the 2-concatenation of G 1 and G 2 
through the common nodes 2, 3 and 4, 5 is shown. 
For  every graph G ~ H = Gl(n l ,  n 2 .... , n~) @ G~(ml, m~ .... , ink), the 
k-concatenation function ~ relates each node n ~ N" 1 U N- 2 to the corresponding 
node in G. In the particular case where G =/ - /and/1  r is defined by the above 
rules (1) to (3), ~: N 1 LI N 2 -+ NH is defined as follows: 
(1) 4n)  = n Vn e (N1 - -  (nl ,  n2 .... , nk}) • N~; 
(2) e(ni) = mi V1 ~ i ~ k. 
1 ~ denotes the empty set. 
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Otherwise, if G ~ (No,  ~oo, ~bo) and e is the equivalence function between Nv 
and NH,  the h-concatenation function between N~ w N~ and No is c' = e • c. 
An obvious extension consists in defining an operation which k-concatenates 
n times a graph G to itself. To define this operation formally, let Gi = (Na~, 
gov,, ¢o~), 1 ~< i ~< h be a set of graphs equivalent o G = (2(, % ¢), such that 
N~No = 2~,Vl ~i , j  ~h , i¢ j .  
c ~/~sk~.,] (b) 
I & 4 ~ 6 
5 
(c) 
Fro. 2.1. (a) G1, (b) Gz, (c) 2-concatenation of G 1 and G~ through the common 
nodes 2, 3 and 4, 5. 
Let s~ be an equivalence function between Gi and G; nl ,  n 2 ,..., n~ and 
nl,  n2,..., ~1~ two subsets of N such that ~o(ni) = ~o(~i), 1 ~ i ~ k. Let n i /= 
ei(nj) and ni.j ~ ~iQVj) be the corresponding nodes in/Vci for each 1 ~<j ~< k. 
Recursively define the sequence of graphs Hi  ~ (Nil. , qOH~, ¢~i), 1 ~< i ~ n 
as follows: 
(i) //1 = G1. Let 81 be any equivalence function between No1 and N~I .  
(ii) Hi+l = H i  (ei(ni,~), ~i(ni.~),..., ~i(ncv¢)) © Gi+~(~¢+~,~ ...., ni+~,7~). Let ei+~ 
be the k-concatenation function from NH~ k) Nc¢+~ to NH~+~ • 
We write H~ = G~(nx , n~ ,..., nk l nl , n~ .... , nk) and, in general, H = 
G+(nl ,n~, . . . ,n  k ln l ,n2 , . . . ,nk)  if an integer n >0 exists such that H= 
a~(n l  , n2 ,"', nz~ In1, n2 ,"', nk~). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. In Fig. 2.2b is shown Ga(1, 2 i 3, 4), where G is in Fig. 2.2a. 
643/37]:~-7 
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a a 
(a) 
7 9 11 
b a , a a 
b b 
8 '~0 12 
(b) 
Fic. 2.2. (a) G, (b) G8(1, 2 I 3, 4). 
In what follows, only 1- and 2-concatenations will be used. When no ambiguity 
arises, we do not specify the common odes through which the k-concatenation 
occurs and we use the short notation G 1 Q) G 2 or G n to specify, respectively, 
]- or 2-concatenations of G1 and G2 and n 1- or 2-concatenations of G to itself. 
A context-free graph grammar (CFGG) is a 5-tuple G ~ (Z~, Z'~, A, S, R), 
where the nonterminal node alphabet (Z~), the terminal node alphabet (Zt), and the 
link alphabet (A) are finite nonempty mutually disjoint sets, S ~ Z~ is the start 
label (axiom), R is a finite nonempty set of production rules. Each element in R is 
a quadruple r ~ (A, D, / ,  O), where 
(1) A e ~.; 
(2) D = (N, % ¢) is a connected graph 2over Z' = L" n td ~'~ and A; Z' is 
the total node alphabet; 
(3) I ~ N is the input node; 
(4) O ~ N is the output node. 
A rule r = (A, D, I, O) will also be denoted by A -+ D ~.° and, when the 
specification of the input and output nodes is unessential, simply A--~ D. 
A is the left-hand side and D the right-hand side of r. 
Rules are used to derive graphs with node labels in Z, ,  starting from a start 
graph having a single node labeled S. During the derivation, the nodes of the 
graph with label in Z~, e.g., A, are replaced by the right-hand side graph of some 
rule rewriting A, say A--~ D z,°. Every arc originally entering (exiting) the 
node labeled A becomes an arc entering I (exiting O). 
2 A directed graph is connected if the corresponding undirected graph is connected. 
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A derivation set Y(G) defined by G is a set of graphs over N and A which can be 
recursively defined as follows: 
(i) Y(G) contains the graphs D O (the start graphs) equivalent to ({n}, % ~b), 
where ~0(n) = S and ~b = ~.  
(ii) Let D I==(NI ,~ I ,¢ I )  eY(G) ,  ~N1,  
/, O) e R, D~ = (N~, cp~, ¢2). Y(G) contains also 
replacing node n with graph D~. 
Let DI'  = (Na', 5%', ~bl'), where 
(a) N ;  = (N1 --  {~}) ~ {n~, no}, n, ,  ~o ~ N1 ~ N~; 
(b) ~o~'(n) = rpl(n), Yn e N~ --  {~}, 
~?(no) = ~o~(o); 
(n~, a, n~) e ¢1' 
(no, a, n,) ~ ~b 1' 
(n, a, n~) ~ ¢~' 
(no, a, n) ~ ¢~' 
(c) 
~(~)  =: A ~ 2:~, (A, D~, 
the graphs obtained by 
for all n l ,  n 2 ~ N 1 - -  {if} such that(n1, a, n2) ~ ¢1; 
if (~, a, ~) e ¢~; 
for all n ~ Ar 1 - -  {#} such that (n, a, ~) 6 ¢1; 
for all n e N 1 - -  {~} such that (~, a, n) c ¢1; 
no other element is in ¢1'. 
Y(G) contains the graphs D ~- (N, % ¢) equivalent o D2(/, O) @ Dl'(nt, no). 
I f  e is the 2-concatenation function which relates N 2 '~A NI '  to N we define 
the insertion function ; as ;: N2-+ AT, such that g(n) = ~(n), gn e N2. The 
reIation between D 1 and D is denoted by D1 ~ D. 
The closure of ~ will be denoted by *~. It follows that Y(G) = {)9 1 Do *~ 1)}. 
Di ~ Di+I ~ "'" ~ Di+7~ is a derivation of length k. 
The left-descendant se LD(X) of an element X e Z~ is a subset of Z~ ~A Zt 
obtained as follows: For each production (_IV, (N, % ~),/ ,  O) e R 
(i) if~o(I) = Y thcn  YeLD(X); 
(ii) if ZELD(X), (Z, (N' , rp ' ,¢ ' ) ,  I', O')eR, and ~'(1')= W then 
WeLD(X). 
I f  X ~LD(X) then X is a left-recursive nonterminal. 
Similarly, the right-descendant se RD(X) of X ~ Z'~ is a subset of Z~ w Z~ 
obtained as follows. For each production (X, (N, % ¢) , / ,  O) which rewrites X 
according to G: 
(i) if~o(O) -~ Ythen Y~RD(X); 
(ii) if Z~RD(X), (Z, (N', q)', ¢'), I ' ,O')~R, and q;(O')= W then 
W ~ RD(X). 
I f  X ~ RD(X) then X is a right-recursive nonterminal. 
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A path is a derivation such that, at each step i > 0, the rewritten onterminal 
labels a node which has been derived at step i - -  1. 
Formally, let Dj = (N~-, ~0~, Cj), 1 ~ j < n, N1 = {nl}, ~(n l )  = X1. 
I f  r j  = (Xj ,  (N/, ~/, Cj), I j ,  Oj) is the rule applied to transform Dj into 
Dj+ 1 then let i j  be the insertion function ij: N /~ N~-+I, for all I ~< j < n. 
The derivation D 1 :~ D 2 ~ .-- ~ Dj ~ '-" ~ D~ is a path rooted X1 if, for 
! t each3 ~j  < n, the production rj is applied to a node n a {i~._~(n~_~) J ns._ ~ e N~_~}. 
If, for each 3 ~ j < n, production rj is applied to the node n~' = ij_l(I~_l) ,
then the path rooted X 1 is a left expansion of X1, and we write X 1 ~LE D, z, 
where Z = i~_ 1 (I~_1). 
A path rooted S, where S is the start label, is a stencilpatk. 
A nonterminal X is left recursive link increasing (LR-L I )  if a left expansion of X 
exists: X *~L~ D ~, D = (N, 9, ¢), such that ~0(i) = X and #({(n, a, I )  1 n E N ^ 
(n, a, I )  ~ ~b}) > O. ~ If  N = {n} and ~0(n) = X, X is cyclic. Similar definitions 
can be given for right expansion and right recursive link increasing (RR-L I )  
nonterminals. 4 If, at each step of a derivation, all the nonterminals are simul- 
taneously expanded according to G we obtain a level-by-level derivation, which 
will be denoted by ~.  
Di ~ Di+l ~ "'" ~ Di+k is a level-by-level derivation of length k. 
The context-free graph language (CFGL)L (G)  defined by G is a subset of Y(G) 
such that each graph in L(G) has nodes labeled by elements in X t . 
EXAMPL~ 2.3. I f  G is the graph shown in Fig. 2.2a, the set of graphs equiva- 
lent to G+(1, 2 [3, 4) can be generated by G = ({S}, {A, B}, (a, b}, S, R), where 
R is the set of rules shown in Fig. 2.3. 5 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let G = ({A}, {a, c}, {f, b}, A, R), where R is the set of 
rules shown in Fig. 2.4a. 
G contains the LR-L I  nonterminal A and generates terminal graphs like a 
list of nodes 2, 3,..., n with a common return node 1, as shown in Fig. 2.4b. 
It  is easy to realize that context-free grammars for strings (CFG's)  are a 
special case of CFGG's .  Thus a number of natural questions arise as to whether 
known results which hold for CFG's  can be extended to CFGG's .  a 
In this paper we shall give some results that can be considered as extensions 
of properties for CFG's ;  other results, on the contrary, which hold for CFG's  
do not hold for CFGG's .  
In the following, we implicitly assume grammars to be acyclic and clean, that 
3 #(A) stands for the cardinality of set A. 
4 Simply, consider output nodes instead of input nodes in the given definitions. 
5 In the graphic notation, an arrow specifies the input node, while a double circle 
denotes the output node of the rule. 
6 A context-free rule X --~ d~#/~ "" -tin for a string grammar can be considered as a 
rule A --+ G L°, where G = (M, 9,~) is such that: M = {1,2 ..... N}, cp(j) = dj- V1 ~< 
j ~< N, ¢ = {(j,~,j + 1) 11 ~ j  <N},  and/= 1, O = N. 
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is every nonterminal ppears in at least one derivation of a graph in the language. 
If not, they can always be transformed in such a way that the property holds, 











FIG. 2.3. Grammar generating the set of graphs equivalent to G+(1, 2 I 3, 4), where G 
is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
A ,. (a) 
Fro. 2.4. 
I 
2 3 4 rl 
(b) 
(a) Grammar. (b) Example of graph derived by the grammar. 
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3. GENERATIVE POWER OF CONTEXT-FREE GRAPH GRAMMARS 
In this section we will show that CFGG's  do not generate all graph languages 
over given node and link alphabets. More precisely, we state a theorem which 
characterizes the generative power of CFGG's  and can be considered as a 
generalization of the pumping lemma for CFG's (Aho and Ullman, 1972-1973). 
THEOt~M 3.1. Given a CFGLL ,  two positive integers p and q can be found 
such that, i f  D = (N, 9, 4) EL and #(N)  > p, then D may be written as D = 
D, (2) JD © D¢, where the cardinality of the node set of D (2) D~ is less than or 
equal to q, the cardinality of the node set of D is greater than 2 and, for each integer 
i >/O, Ds © Di © Ds is also inL. 
Proof. Let G = (Xn, Zt ,  A, S, R) be a CFGG forL. I f  #(Zn) = k, then let 
p = h 3~ and q = h a7~+1 where h = max({#(Ni) [Ni  such that r i ~ (A i ,  D i ,  
I i  , Oi) ~ R ^ Di = (Ni , 9i , 4i)}). I f  the length of a level-by-level derivation 
of a terminal graph D = (N ,% 4) ~L(G) is less than j, then #(N)  ~< h j. Now 
suppose that D = (N, 9, 4) ~L(G) and #(N)  > h 3~. Let D O = ({n}, 9o, 40), 
with %(n) ~ S and 4 = ~,  be the start graph. Then a derivation D O =~ D 1 => 
"" ~ Dj ~ ".. ~ Dn = D must exist such that D o ~ D 1 ~ ' "  ~ D~ is a 
stencil path of length greater than 3k. Let us denote by ~ the longest of such 
stencil paths: D O ~ D1 ~ "" ~ Dm and by Aj --~ Cj the production applied to 
transform Dj into D~+ 1 (0 ~<j < m). Also, suppose that A~, = A~,, = A~.. = 
A~.. =- A, with 0 ~< l' < l" < l" < l "  < m and ~0 ~< i' < i" < i" < i"' < m 
such that M i, -= Ai., = Ai  . . . .  Ai,., , l' % i'. The existence of AV , A~., , At . , ,  
.dv,,, is a consequence of the assumption that the length of the derivation is 
greater than 3h. 
Recalling our assumption that nonterminals are acyclic and being m -- l' <~ 
3h + 1, the graph H derived from A~, by the sequence of rules Aj- -~ C j ,  
l' ~ j < m, has a number q of nodes with 4 < q ~< h 3~+1. Moreover, if D I is the 
graph derived from Az~ by the sequence of rules Aj --~ Cj, l" ~< j < m, then 
we can write H as /) @ DI ,  where D = (N, ~, ~) and #(/V) > 2. On the 
other hand, A~- could also have been expanded according to the sequence of 
rules: 
Aj- -~ C~, l' ~< j < l" (i times) 
followed by the sequence 
A~---~ C~, l" <~ j < m. 
It is easy to understand that in such a case the graph derived from _d V could have 
been written as/~i @ DI .  
In conclusion, if D = D~ @/~ (2) D I ,  Ds @/~i @ DI is also in L for each 
i~>0.  
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Finally, the fact that #(IV) > 2 is essential for the meaningfulness of the 
theorem, because only in such a case D~ ©/~il  © Df ~ Ds © Di~" © Df if 
i 1 =~ i2 and i i ,  i 2 > 0. Q.E.D. 
The reader can verify that Theorem 3.1 contains the pumping lemma in the 
special case of CFG's. 
COROLLARY 3.1. I f  a set of graphs is" generated by a CFGG G then a positive 
integer can be found such that any member D of L( G) with more than r nodes can be 
written as D : H1 © H2, where H 1 = (N1, 91, ~bl), H2 = (N~, cp2, ¢2), and 
#(N1) > 2, #(X2) > 2. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The set of all planar graphs cannot be generated by a CFGG. 
Proof. Mosaics shown in Fig. 3.17 cannot be generated by a CFGG, because 
of Corollary 3.1. Q.E.D. 
Fro. 3.1. Mosaics. 
THEOm~M 3.2. Given a CFGG G --~ (Z~, N~, A, S, R), two positive integers 
l~ and k s can be found such that, for each graph D = (iV, % ¢) generated by G, at 
least one node n ~ N exists with #({m ](m, a, n) ~ ¢}) ~ k 1 and #({m ](n, a, m) e ~b}) 
k 2 • 
7 Undirected edges stand for a pair of identically labeled edges with opposite versus, 
or don't care versus. Node and edge labels are not shown for simplicity. 
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Proof. Suppose that the axiom S does not label any node in the right-hand 
side graphs of the production set R. 8 Also suppose that no rule (A, (N, 9, ~b), I  0), 
with A v ~ S, is such that both 
(1) ~0(n) E 27~ for each n ~ N, and 
(2) #(N) ~< 2. 
I f  a rule (A, D, I, 0), with A :/: S, does not meet this condition, then 
(A, D, I, O) can be deleted by the production set R, by changing each rule 
s '=  (B', E', I ' ,  O'), where E' contains a node labeled A, into a rule s" ---- 
(B', E", I", O") such that E" is obtained by proper replacement of A with D. 
The process can be iterated until the condition above is met. For each non- 
terminal X, let ~x  be the set of productions which rewrite X and generate 
graphs with nodes labeled by elements of 271 . Obviously, every derivation of a 
terminal graph is either the application of one rule in ~s  or contains the applica- 
tion of a rule in some ~A , A =/= S. 
For each element R s ~ -@s let q'(Rs)(q"(Rs), respectively) be the minimum 
number of links entering (exiting) each node of the right-hand side graphs ofRs .  
Similarly, for each element R A e NA, A Va S, let q'(RA) (q"(RA) , respectively) 
be the minimum number of links entering (exiting) each node of the right-hand 
side graphs of Rs,  except for the input and output nodes. 
Finally, k 1 = max({q'(Rx) lX  E Z'~}), k 2 = max({q"(Rx)]X ~ X,~}) are a pair 
of integers for which Theorem 3.2 holds. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.2 gives a powerful criterion to decide whether a grammar is a 
CFGG.  In particular, it is easy to prove the following. 
COROLLARY 3.3. A CFGG cannot generate all complete graphs. 
Pavlidis (1972) proved similar results for a model which is somehow similar 
to ours. 
4. NORMAL FORMS AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF CFGG's  
We recall that among the well-known properties of CFG's are the existence 
of normal forms, such as Chomsky's or Greibach's. In this section we will show 
that similar results do not hold, in general, for CFGG's.  
LEMMA 4,1. For each CFGG G ---- (X, ,  Z, ,  A, S, R) two positive integer 
constants h1 and h 2 can be determined such that: 
(1) 27,~ contains an LR-L I  nonterminal i f f a graph D ----(N, % ~b) e L( G) can be 
found such that a node m ~ N exists with #({(n, a, m) I n E N ^ (n, a, m) e ~b}) >~ h 1 . 
s If not, trivially change G by assuming a new axiom S' and inserting in R the rule 
which generates from S' a graph with a single node labeled S. 
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(2) 27~ contains an RR-L I  nonterminal iff a graph D -= ( N, % ~ ) eL(G) can be 
foundsueh that a node m e N exists with #({(m, a, n) [ n ~ N ^ (m, a, n) ~ 4~}) >/h.~. 
Proof. We shall prove only part 1, because part 2 can be proved following the 
same lines. 
First we show that if 27~ contains an LR-L I  nonterminal then for each 
positive integer h a graph D = (N, % ~b) eL(G)  can be found such that a node 
m e N exists with #({(n, a, m) ] m ~ N ^ (n, a, m) e ~b}) > h. In fact, suppose 
that A ~ Z~ is an LR-L I  nonterminai, that is A *~LE Dr, ~o(I) z A and t >/ 1 
links enter node I of D. The application of A NLE D~ for s times generates t • s 
links entering a node; therefore for any given h > 0, a value of s can be found 
such that t * s > h. 
To prove the "if part" of the lemma, for each rule r = (A, (N, % ~b), I, 0), 
define 
E~ ------ max({#({(n, a m) ] n a N ^ (m, a, n) e ~}) I m a N}); 
let 1 ----- max({6~ ] r e R)), cr ---- #(Z~) and h = (or --  1) * L 
If no LR-L I  nonterminals are in Z~ then at most h links can enter a node if 
a nonterminal is rewritten with a graph having at most l links entering the input 
node of the right-hand side. It follows that if more than h links enter a node then 
an LR-L I  nonterminal must exist. Q.E.D. 
A language ~? is I-link-limited if a positive integer l exists such that for all 
graphs G-~ (N, % ~b) in ~* and for all nodes meN,  #({(n, a, re) In eN A 
(n, a, m) e ~}) ~< 1. An O-link-limited language can be similarly defined. /4~ is 
link limited if it is both I-  and O-link-limited. From Lemma 4.1 it follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. A language f is I-link-limited (O-link-limited) iff a grammar 
c = (& ,  z~, ~, R, S) exists, with Se = L(C), having no LR-LI (RR-LI) 
nonterminals. 
Theorem 4.1 shows that, in general, left (right) recursion cannot be eliminated 
from CFGG's  (on the contrary, it can for CFG's). 
An 1-normal form (1-NF) graph grammar is a CFGG G = (Z•, Z~, A, R, S) 
for which every rule (A, (AT, % ~b),/, O) is such that 9(I) e Z~ and 9(n) e Z~, 
for each n % I e N2  
O-NF's  can be similarly defined, by considering the output node. 
G is a NF-grammar if, for each rule (A, (N, % ~b),/, 0), it is ~o(1)e Z~, 
9)(0) e Z~, ~0(n) e Z~ for each n e A r, with n • {/, O}. 
THEOREM 4.2. A grammar G = (2~ , 2~ , A, R, S) having no LR-L I  (RR-LI)  
nonterminals can always be transformed into an equivalent I -NF  (O-NF) grammar. 
9 I-/~F corresponds to the Greibach Normal Form for string grammars. 
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Proof. Informally, for each production r = (A, (iV, 9, •), I, O) ~ R, if 
~o(I) = B E 2/,(~o(O) = B ~ 27,)then the node is repeatedly expanded according 
to the grammar until a terminal appears as input (output) node. The resulting 
graphs are the right-hand sides of the productions which replace r. The number 
of steps is limited because G has no LR-LI  (RR-LI) nonterminals. Q.E.D. 
The other normal form frequently used when dealing with context-free 
grammars i  the Chomsky Normal Form, where each right-hand side is either 
a single terminal or a pair of nonterminals. Without developing a formal defini- 
tion, it can be shown that a similar result does not hold for CFGG's. Consider, 
for example, the language consisting of a single graph shown in Fig. 4.1. It is 
easy to understand that no grammar in Chomsky Normal Form (with only two 
nonterminal nodes or a single terminal node in the right-hand side graph) can 




Fro. 4.1. Graph which cannot be generated by a CFGG in Chomsky Normal Form. 
5. THE PARSING PROBLEM FOR CFGG's  
A theoretically relevant problem consists in proving the equivalence between 
certain classes of generauve devices (e.g., CFG's) and certain classes of recog- 
nizing devices (e.g., pushdown automata). On the other hand, from a practical 
point of view, it is necessary to devise efficient recognizing algorithms which, 
often, work only for proper subclasses of the languages generated by the class of 
grammars which is studied (Aho and Ullman, 1972-1973). 
As for CFG's, parsing strategies for CFGG's can be classified as top-down 
and bottom-up. The former try to identify a derivation of a given graph D 
starting from the start graph and successively expanding the nonterminal nodes 
according to the grammar; on the contrary, the latter perform a sequence of 
reductions of subgraphs, trying to reduce finally to the start graph. 
The parsing problem for graphs is crucial, being much more combinatorical 
for graphs than for strings, due to the nonexistence of a fixed scanning law for 
the graph to be parsed and the right-hand sides of the productions to be applied. 
To emphasize this complexity let us consider ageneral top-downparsing algorithm, 
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which generates, from the start label of the grammar, all terminal graphs 
(control graphs) having no more nodes than the graph D to be parsed and selects 
all the graphs (if any) equivalent to D. One way to do this consists in generating 
the control graphs first, and then testing each control graph to check whether 
it is equivalent to the graph to be parsed. On the contrary, our general top-down 
parsing algorithm is based on a selective generation of control graphs, i.e., the 
equivalence is not tested at the end of the generating process, but only control 
graphs which are locally equivalent to the scanned input graph are generated. 
The generation of control graphs in parallel with the scanning of the input graph 
is made possible by a correspondence table between control and input graph 
nodes. 
It will be shown later that the general top-down parsing algorithm ispractically 
unuseable, because of its time complexity. Anyway the algorithm is developed 
in detail because a top-down parsing algorithm, similar to the LL parsing 
strategy for strings, will be obtained by suitable restrictions to the algorithm, 
for a proper subclass of CFGG's. In what follows, we make the assumption that 
graphs to be parsed are connected, because only connected graphs can be 
generated by CFGG's. 
Let a configuration be either error or a triple (C, T, P) where C = (Nc,  Wc, ~c) 
is the control graph over X k) ($} and A ~d {$}, $ q~ (X U A), P = (Ne,  ~p, Ce) 
is the input graph over 27~ U {$} and A k) {$}, 
Y _C {(n,, nj, B) [ n, ~ Xc ,  nj ~ Xe ,  B ~ {I, O}} 
is the correspondence table. 
Nodes and links labeled $ in a configuration represent nodes and links in the 
input and control graphs uccessfully matched uring the analysis. 
The top-down parser works in a predictive fashion: the result of predictions 
is a set of pairs of corresponding odes in the input and control graphs which are 
inserted in the correspondence table. Elements in the correspondence table are 
made by a pair of nodes n', n" and a mark I or O which, respectively, denotes 
whether the correspondence b tween ' and n" is predicted by examining links 
entering or exiting n' and n", as we show later in Algorithm 1. 
Define the sets of links entering or leaving anode n' of a graph D = (ND, q0o, ~D) 
88 
JD(n') ~- {(n, b, n') ] n ~ ND and (n, b, n') ~ ~D}, 
(gn(n') =- {(n', b, n) [ n ~ N D and (n', b, n) ~ ~bD} , 
and the sets of nodes connected to a node n' by links entering or leaving n' as: 
J~DN(n t) = {n I n ~ ND and (n, b, n') e CD}, 
oo~(n  ') = {n I n e N, ,  and (n', b, n) E ¢.}. 
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The top-down parsing algorithm goes through configuration sets ~ = {cg~,~ 1 0 
k ~ ms} , j ~ 0, where 
~.~ = (c;.~, Tj,~, Pj,~), Cj.~ = (Ncj,, ,  ~Oc,,,, 6cj,~), 
P~..~ = (Np,#, 9ej.~, ¢~j,,). 
Let Po = (Ne o , ~°e o , CPo) be the graph to be parsed. The initial configuration 
set ~o contains configurations with a control graph having a single node labeled 
S, the graph Po to be parsed, and a table specifying that up to this point any node 
of Po can in principle be the input node of the derivation of Po starting from the 
start graph. Therefore, 
~o = {(({no}, Vco, ¢Co), Ti,  Po) ] ~co(no) = S, ¢Co = ~, 
T~ = (no, n~, O, n~ ~ Np0}. 
A configuration cd~.7~ = (Cj,~, Tj.~, Pj,~) is successful if Tj,~ is empty, i.e., all 
the nodes of the control graph have been successfully matched against nodes 
of P0. Given a configuration cgj,~ and an element X = (n', n", B) ~ Tj,~ such 
that jN  .(n"):/: ~ or jN  .(n'):/: Z, consider the set ~ of one-to-one 
functions'~fl from SNj.~(n ~) to~jW a(n'), such that ~fl(n) = m iff (m, a, n') ~ ~bc~ a 
for each (n, a, n") ~ Cp~.. 
If no such function exists, define ~/1 = ~ else 
d l= {~fl i 1 ~s  ~and~ > 0}. 
Intuitively, ~ describes all the pairings of nodes on the input and control graphs 
which can be predicted when nodes n' and n" are successfully matched and when 
links entering n' and n" are examined. 
Similar definitions can be given with respect to ~)~.~(n") and dP~.~(n'), thus 
obtaining aset do  which can be empty or equal to {c~O~ I 1 ~< r ~< f and f > 0}. 
Given a configuration c~f~,7~ and an X = (n', n", B) e T~.,~ with ~Ocja(n' ) @ $, 
~op~.~(n") :/: $, the set of following configurations FC(~.~,  X)  is defined by the 
following: 
Algorithm 1 (Computes the set of following configurations). 
Case 1: 9%a(n') = a ~ ~.  
i f  
(1) ,~.,,~,An') ~ a v ((J,,, ,~(n") ¢ ~ v .&~.An') V= ~) ^  ~ -- ~) 
v ((Op~,~(n") ~ ~ v O~,,An') ~ ~)  ^  a'o = ~) 
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then FC(%,k ,  X )  = {error} else, for each 1 ~< s ~< 3, 1 ~< r ~< f, if one of the 
following conditions holds: 
(2) B(m, B, B) ~ Tj.,~, m @ ~,'(~) or m =# %r(~); 
(3) qocs.k(*7 ) ¢ Z ,  A 3(K, m, B) e Tj.~ A m ~ {c~}(-1)(~), a'~-*)(~)}; 
(4) ~c,,~(~) E & ^ (3(< m, O) ~ Tj-.~ ^  c~](-*)(~) :# m 
v ~(~, m, I) e Tj.k ^  c~S(-*)(@) ~ m); 
(5) ~ml ,  *]z2 @ *~cj./c , a E 2~pj./c A m 1 7 ~ m 2 A m 1 = o~IS(n) A m 2 = O~oq'(n); 
(6) 3m, , m~ e Ne,#,  v e Ncs.k A m, > m 2 A m, = ~5 -*) (~) A m~ = a~-*)(V) 
^ ~;,~(~) ¢ & 
then the pair (~/, C~o ~) is not valid. If all the pairs (al,  ~o ~) are not valid then 
FC(%.~,  X)  = {error}, otherwise FC(%,k ,  X) = {(C~,~, T~,  P,',~) I 1 ~< ~ <~ 
A 1 ~ r ~ ¢ A (~s, ao r) is valid}, where: 
(A) the new input graph is Pj',~ = (Np,.~ , ~O'pj.k , ¢~. )  with 
e'e,,~(n) = Ve,,~(n), gn e Ne ,#-  {n"}; q~;,#(n") = $; 
! t l (B) the new control graph is Cj,,0 = (_/Vc;.~, ~Ocj.k, ¢c.a) with 
~ob,,~(n) = ~c,.~(n), gn ~ Nc~.~ --  {n'}; ~ob,.~(n' ) = $; 
~b,./c = {(n l ,  b, /'/2) [ ( r / l ,  b, ~2) ~ ~a'c,./e(/g') t.J ~C,.re(/~')} 
vo {(n,, ~, n~) 1 (n,, b, n~) e &~,~(n') vo ~c,,~(n')}; 
(c) T2;  = (T~,~ - -  {(~', ~", B)}) vo {(~, ~, O) I ~ ~ ~,~(~')  
u = ~o~(~) ^~(v) :~ S ^ ~(a) =~ S}. 
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Case 2: ~oc~,~(n') = A ~ X,  . 
Let R A be the set of productions rewriting A: 
RA = {(A, D,,  I~, 0,) I (A, D~, I~, Oi) ~ R ^ D i 
= (N~, ~,  4,~) ^  N~ c~ N~o,~ = ;~ ^ 1 ~ i <~ n~}. 
FC(Cdja:, X) = {(C~k, T~,  P~..~) [ 1 ~ i ~ nA}, 
where: 
(A) (Nc~ 2' ~°c~ 2' ~c~ 2) is the control graph derived by replacing 
node n' with the ith production'of RA "~ 
We suppose that A's expansion does not change nodes identification for each 
node in the contlol graph except n'. If B = I then n' will identify in Cff, k the 
output node of the ith production else if B = O then it will identify the input 
node of the ith production, after the application of the rule. In the former case 
let n* identify in C~,~ the input node of the ith production; in the latter let it 
denote the output node. 
(B) T],~ = (Tj.~ -- {(n', n", B)}) u {(n*, n", B)}. 
Comments on Algorithm 1. Error condition (1) is verified when the input and 
control graphs are not locally equivalent in nodes n" and n'. Error conditions (2) 
to (6) are tested before constructing new correspondence tables, each corre- 
sponding tO a particular pairing of nodes connected to n" and n', according to 
the functions in ~¢~ and do  • 
Not all the functions in ~ and do  give correct predictions to be inserted in 
the table: the incorrect predictions are detected by the error conditions. 
Conditions (2) and (5) mean that no two different nodes of the control graph 
may correspond to a single node of the input graph. 
Conditions (3) and (6) mean that no two different nodes of the input graph 
may correspond to a single terminal node of the control graph. 
Condition (4) means that two different nodes of the input graph may corre- 
spond to a single nonterminal node of the control graph only if the mark (/, O) 
is different in the two cases. 
If no error condition holds for some pair (~/, nor), nodes n" and n' and links 
entering and/or exiting n" and n' are labeled with $ and a set of following con- 
figurations i  computed using c~2 8,C~o r. 
In Case 2 a nonterminal node of the control graph is expanded without any 
check against the input graph. Note that, being 9cj.~(n')= A ~ S~, error 
condition (4) assures that at most one element (n', n", B') can be in T3-k , with 
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n" =/= n" and B' =/= B. The identification n', after A's expansion, is associated to 
the input (output) node of the selected right-hand side if B = 0 (B = I). This 
automatically implies that (n', n", B') in T:,k still represents a correct prediction. 
A general top-down parsing algorithm for CFGG's can be described as 
follows: 
Algorithm 2 (General top-down parsing algorithm). 
5:o = {C~o,~ ] 0 ~ k ~ m0} is the initial configuration set; j +- 0; Step 1. 
Step 2. 
"~3"+1 +-- N ; 
Vc~-,~ e ~9~:, if #(Ncj,~) <~ #(Ne:,~) then 
(2.1) if ~f~,~ is successful then stop with output YES. 
Else 
(2.2) let X = (n', n", B) be an element of T:,~. 
If ~c,,~(n') -=- 9~,,~(n") ~- $ then T:,k +- T~,7~ -- {X} and go to (2.1). 
If the following set of configurations 
FC(C~j,k , X )  ¢ {error} then 5:~-+1 +- ~+1 ~ FC(~:,~ , X). 
Step 3. j~- - j+ l .  If @= Z then stop with output NO, else go to 
Step 2. 
It is easy to show that Algorithm 2 stops after a finite number of steps, viz., 
an integer h exists for each input graph such that either the output is YES for 
a ~¢~.~ withj  < h or ~q~h is empty and the output is NO. In fact, the number of 
nodes of each control graph in FC(~?~,k, X )  is greater than or equal to #(Ncj.k ). 
Moreover, after a fixed maximum number of applications of_Algorithm 1, if no 
YES exit occurs, the number of nodes must be strictly increasing under the 
assumption that G has no cyclic nonterminals. 
As soon as #(Nc~,~ ) becomes greater than #(Ne~.~), no following configuration 
must be computed for ~.e  and therefore ocfn becomes empty for some finite 
value of h. 
LEMMA 5.1. I f  %.e = (C~.,~, T:,k, P:.~) is a successful configuration then 
Cj,k is equivalent to P:,~ . 
Proof. Let us trace the sequence of configurations 1<2o, K 1 ..... K~ with 
!¢2i = (Ct, T i ,  Pi) such that K 0 is initial, Kn is successful, K i ~FC({Ki_I} , Xi_I) , 
x~_l e r~_l (0 < i ~< h). 
Initially, the correspondence table T O is not empty (see Step 1 of Algorithm 2). 
The only way it can be emptied is by application of Algorithm 2, Step 2.2, 
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whenever Case 1 of Algorithm 1 is invoked. More precisely this happens when 
all the nodes connected to n' and n" are labeled by $. 
Being the right-hand sides of the productions connected, by hypothesis, 
during the generation of a successful configuration, sooner or later all the nodes 
must be inserted in the correspondence table and, at a later point, labeled by $ 
and deleted from the table. 
Thus, in a successful configuration all nodes and links of the input and control 
graphs are labeled by $. Define now a function .f from Np~ to N G such that 
f(m) = n iff (n, m, B) is such that Case 1 of Algorithm 1 is called by Step 2.2 of 
Algorithm 2. 
Function f is defined for each node of NG,  because all nodes in N G and N G 
are labeled by $. Moreover, f is one-to-one, because only nodes with a label 
different from $ can be paired by f  and after application of Algorithm 1, Case 1 
both become labeled by $. Finally, f is an equivalence function, because 
and 
~vl,h(np~) = q)G(f (np~)), Vnp h e NI, a 
(nl,1,, a, mp~) ~ (q, iff (f(npa), a,f(mp~)) ~~bcu. 
To convince the reader of the last statement, we simply recall that whenever 
n '  " B) ~ Tj 1 ~<j ~ h more node Case 1 of Algorithm 1 is applied to ( 5, n~, 
t t t  pairings are predicted, to be inserted in T~.+,, in such a way that (nj+,, nj+,, B) 
is inserted in T~.+, only if links connecting nj' to n~+, and n~- to nj'+l have the same 
labels. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.1. The general top-down parsing algorithm accepts exactly all the 
graphs in L( G), stopping with output YES. For graphs not in L( G), the algorithm 
stops with output NO. 
Proof. Let us trace the sequence of configurations Ko, K, ,..., K n generated 
by Algorithm 2, such that K 0 is initial, Kn is successful, and Ki = (Ci, Ti, Pi), 
0 ~< i ~ h. Every-time Algorithm 1 is called during the generation of the 
sequence K0, K, .... , K h we can construct a graph di over 2J~ td Z~t and A. A i can 
be constructed using the same rules which define Ci, except hat nodes and 
links are not relabeled by $ in Case 1. Following the lines of the proof for 
Lemma 5.1 it is easy to prove that An is equivalent to Po (the input graph to be 
parsed). 
Moreover, each At ~ Y(G), because Case 2 of Algorithm 1 is such that 
nonterminals are properly replaced by right-hand side graphs. 
In conclusion, An is a terminal graph generated by G, equivalent to the input 
graph Po. Moreover, if the algorithm outputs NO, *Do cannot be derived by G 
because all graphs in Y(G), with no more nodes than P0, are generated by 
Algorithm 2 and no one is found equivalent to P0 • Q.E.D. 
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Without entering into unnecessary details, it should be clear that the com- 
plexity of the general top-down parsing algorithm is more than exponential. 
In fact, the number of links entering and/or exiting nodes of the graphs is 
proportional to the cardinality h of the node set. Therefore the number of 
following configurations generated by Case 1 is proportional to h! 
In more detail, we discuss the ease of grammars having neither LR-L I  nor 
RR-L I  nonterminals. 
THEOREM 5.2. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is exponential for a grammar 
having neither LR-L I  nor RR-L I  nonterminals. 
Proof. Let a be the maximum number of right-hand sides of the productions 
which rewrite a nonterminal of the grammar. If  the computation of FC requires 
the application of Case 2, then ~ following configurations are generated. The 
maximum number of applications of Case 2 is proportional to k, because no 
cyclic nonterminals are in G and the number of nodes of the control graph 
cannot be greater than h. 
I f  neither LR-L I  nor RR-L I  nonterminals are in G, then Lemma 4.1 assures 
that each application of Case 1 generates a maximum number v of configurations, 
where v depends only on the grammar. 
The number of applications of Case 1 being equal to k, and k being the 
number of initial configurations, we obtain a global number of configurations 
proportional to k • a c*~ • v ~. 
The computational complexity is proportional to the number of configurations. 
In fact, the time consumed to test the error conditions (2), (3), (4) at the beginning 
of Algorithm 1, Case 1 is bound by a constant if a suitable implementation is 
chosen. Simply assume that each node n" of P~,k has two associated pointers 
Pl,  Po to the node n' of Cj.,e such that if p~(n") ~- n' then (n',.n", I) ~ Tj,e and if 
po(n") = n' then (n', n", O) ~ Tj,~ . 
A similar structure can be devised for associating each node of the control 
graph to its two possible associated nodes of Pj,k • 
I f  the nodes of the graphs are directly accessible (e.g., as elements of a vector), 
this solution requires a constant ime to perform tests (2) to (4). 
On the other side, tests (1), (5), and (6) imply tests between elements of sets 
of fixed maximum cardinality, the language being both /-link-limited and 
O-link-limited. Q.E.D. 
A considerable improvement of the complexity can be obtained for a proper 
subclass of NF -CFGG's  which can be parsed deterministically. A deterministic 
parsing is obtained if there is only one way of expanding a nonterminal node of 
the control graph according to the current node on the input graph (see Case 2 
of Algorithm 1) and if no two identically labeled links can enter (exit) a node 
of the input graph (see Case 1 of Algorithm 1). 
643]37/2-8 
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Let G = (X~ , Z, , A, R, S) be a NF-CFGG.  G is a top-down deterministic 
CFGG (TD-CFGG)  if 
(1) for every a ~ 27~ no graph D = (N, 9, ¢) over X~ • 2J~ andA is derivable 
such that nodes nl ,  n~, na, n4, n 5 can be found in N with ~0(nl)= a and 
((nl,  b, n2) ~ ~ A (nt, b, na) E ~) A ((n~, c, nl) ff ~ A (ns, c, hi) ~ ~); 
(2) each pair of rules r '=  (A, D ' , I ' ,  O'), with D '= (N', ~o', ~') and 
r" = (A, D", I", 0"), with D" = (N", ~", ¢"), is such that: 
(A) ~o(I') ~ ~(I"), 
or  
and 
it is not possible to find two one-to-one functions 
i: J9,(I') -0- J9,,(I") and i: (99,(1') --~ (PD~(I") such that 
i((n', a, I ')) = (n", b, F') and 
~((1', c, m')) = (I", d, m"), for 
some n', m' ~ N', n", m" ~ N", a, b, c, d ~ A with a ---- b and c = d; 
(B) ~o(O') :/: ~o(O"), 
or  
it is not possible to find two one-to-one functions 
~: J9"(O') -+ F9,,(O") and 
6: 09.(0') -+ 09.(0")  such that 
O((n', a, 0')) = (n", b, 0") and 
8((0', c, m')) = (0", d, m") for some 
n', m' ~N' ,  n", m" ~N",  a, b, c, d~A,  
with a = b and c =. d. 
It is easy to understand that Condition 1 can be verified by testing each rule 
of the grammar. 
A DT parsing algorithm can be obtained with minor changes to the general 
top-down parsing algorithm or, more precisely, tc its subroutine which computes 
the set of following configurations. In particular, in Case 2, we do not expand a
nonterminal according to its whole set of right-hand sides, but we select the 
only right-hand side D which is congruent with the current input node and the 
links, not labeled by $, which enter and/or exit the input node n". 
Formally, in Case 2 of Algorithm 1, the (uniquely) selected rule (A, D, I, 0), 
with D = (N, ~o, ~b) must be such that: 
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(a) If B =/ ,  then 9(_[)= ~Op~a(n" ) and only two one-to-one functions 
//1 and hl can be found such that 
and 
h±: JD(I) --+ Jej#(n") -- {(n, $, n °) 1 (n, $, n") e CP,,k, n e Np,,~} 
~,: ¢0( I )  -+ ¢,,.~(n") - {(n", S, n) [ (n", $, n) e ¢~,,~, n e X,,,~). 
(b) If B = O, then go(O) = ~vsa(n") and only two one-to-one functions 
~o and ho can be found such that 
ho: J~(o)  -+ &,,~(n") - {(n, S, n") I (n, ~, n") e Cp,,~ , n e Npj,~} 
and 
T,o: c",,(o) -+ o,,;,~(n") - {(n", S, n) ! (n", S, n) e ¢~,,~, n e N.%}. 
If no such rule (A, D,/,  O) exists in R then FC(~,k ,  X)  = {error}, otherwise 
FC(Cd/~,k, X)  contains only one configuration, obtained by replacing A with D, 
as in Case 2 of Algorithm 1. 
With this change, the configuration set ~9~., at each step j, contains at most k 
elements, if k is the cardinality of the graph to be parsed, because the number 
of initial configurations i k and cannot be increased uring the DT  parsing 
algorithm. 
Being the total number of steps proportional to h, it follows that 
THEOREM 5.3. The time complexity of the DT  parsing algorithm is proportional 
to k 2, if k is the cardinality of the node set of the graph to be parsed. 
We do not give a formal description of a general bottom-up arser, as we did 
above for the top-down strategy. Instead, we immediately define a practical 
bottom-up strategy for a subclass of CFGG's. 
To do this, note that bottom-up techniques are based on pattern matching 
between subgraphs of the graph to be parsed and the right-hand side graphs of 
the syntax rules. To be efficient, a bottom-up method must be such that no 
backtracking is required; and a reduction is applied only under some conditions 
local to the subgraph to be reduced. The simple precedence strategy seems 
suitable to be extended from strings to graphs because the right-hand side to be 
reduced can be identified without scanning the string in a fixed order (e.g., left- 
to-right). In fact, the reduction of a substring depends only on conditions which 
are local to the substring itself and the symbols which immediately precede and 
follow the substring. 
Let us define the precedence relations --, ~ ,  and .> between elements in 
Z n L)Z t . Let ~ be a strict (partial) ordering relation on Z , .  For each rule 
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(A, (IV, % ¢), I, O) ~ R and each ni,  nj e N, such that ~(n~) = X, ~(nj) = Y, 
(n~, a, nj) e ¢, it is 
X - -  Y; 
if YezUn then X ~ W, VW~ LD(Y);  
if Xe2 :~ then W.> Y, VWe RD(X); 
if X, Y ~ 27~ then either X -~ Y or Y ~ X; for all W ~ RD(X),  
Z e LD(Y) it is W ~ Z if X -~ Y otherwise it is W -:> Z if 
Y < X. 1° 
It  should be noted that the last condition is rather different from the one 
which is given for a CFG, where the leftmost nonterminal is synthesized first 
and, therefore, a rightmost derivation is recognized by the parser. 
In the case of CFGG's,  as it is shown later on, we synthesize nonterminals in 
an order which is defined on the nonterminal set, not on their positional occur- 
rence in the right-hand sides. G is a simple precedence context-free graph grammar 
(SP-CFGG) if: 
(1) no two rules have equivalent right-hand sides; 
(2) for each rule (A, (N, 9, ~),/, O) no two nodes n, m e N are such that 
~(n) ---- ~0(m) e 2J.; 
(3) a strict partial ordering relation can be found on 2J, such that at most 
one precedence r lation exists between elements in Z'. 
A simple precedence reduction is an operation which replaces a subgraph D' 
(the reducible subgraph) o£a given graph D with the left-hand side nonterminal 
of a production. 
Let D'  = (N', 9', ¢') be a connected subgraph of D. D' is reducible if: 
(1) D = DUn . . . . . . .  1, n2') G D (nl, n2) or D -= D'(nl' ) Q D"(n'~) for some 
" " ¢") ' n~ 'eN ' ,  " n~eN"  D" = (N , ~o, and nl ,  nl, • 
(2) One rule (.//, (NH, ~OH, ~bn),/1t, OH) can be found in R such that 
H = (NH,~OH, $n) is equivalent o D' and . is an equivalence function .:  
N'--+ NH . 
(3) For each link (n', a, m') ~ ~b' it is 9'(n') - -  rp'(m'). 
t r t t  t !  t !  (4) I f  D = h (nl, n2') @ D (nl , n2) then 
• (n l )  = 1~,  .(n~') = o~,  
#{n I n e N"  ^ (n, a, n~) e ¢"} = 0, 
#{n I n E N r' A (n~', a, n) e ¢"} = 0, 
Vn e N"  such that (n, a, n~) ~ ¢" it is cf'(n) ~ ~o"(n~), 
Vn E N" such that (n~', a, n) e ~b" it is ~o"(n~) .> 9"(n). 
to In particular, (n, a, m) cannot be in ~b for any X in 27, a in A if 9(n) = q~(m) = X. 
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(5) If  D = D'(n,') © D"(n~) then 
~(nl') = I .  (-= o . ) ,  
gn e N"  such that (n, a, n;') ~ ~b" it is q~"(n) % q¢'(n;), 
gn e N"  such that (n~, a, n) e ~b" it is ~o"(n~) .> qd'(n). 
In the conditions above, if 
D = DVn ' ' ' 1, nz') @ D"(n'~, n~) then let K = {n 1, n~ }, 
H = {n~, n;}, else if D = D'(nl' ) Q) D"(n'~) then let 
K = {nl'}, H = {n;}. 
The simple precedence reduction of D' to A in D replaces D' with A, generating 
a graph/ )  ~- (~7, ep, ~) such that 
(1) A? = (N" - -  (H  u K)) u {g}, ~ ¢ N", 
for each n e N" --  (H k) K), (2) c~(n) = ~o"(n) 
~(~) = A,  
(3) (n ,a ,m)~ 
(m, a, ~) ~ 
(~, a, m) ~ 
for each n, m ~ N" - -  (H <3 K)  such that (n, a, m) ~ ,~', 
for each m ~ fir,, such that (m, a, n) ~ ~b" and n ~ K, 
for each m ~ N" such that (n, a, m) ~ ~b" and n ~ H, 
no other element is in ~. 
I t  is easy to ver i~ that the grammar given in Example 2.3 is not simple precedence 
(for example, it is both A --  A and A <~ A). Otherwise the same language can 
be described by the SP -CFGG G = ({S, C}, {A, B}, {a, b}, S, R), where R is 
shown in Fig. 5.1. 
A parsing algorithm for simple precedence CFGG is described in the 
following. 
Algorithm 3 (Simple precedence parsing). 
Step I. Find a subgraph D' of D such that a simple precedence reduction 
of D' can be performed. Apply the reduction to the appropriate nonterminal. 
Step 2. I f  no reduction has been made in Step 1 then the input graph is 
not recognized and the algorithm stops, else 
Step 3. Let D be the graph obtained by the reduction performed in 
Step 1. I f  D ~ ({n}, % ~b), such that cp(n) = S and ~ = ~ then the input graph 
is accepted and the algorithm stops else return to Step 1. 
643]37/2-9 




C = b a 
:i 
SP-CFGG generating the same language as the gr~nmar  in Fig. 2.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. The simple precedence parsing algorithm for a simple precedence 
CFGG G recognizes xactly all the graphs inL( G). Furthermore, the parse is unique 
for each graph in L(G), i.e., in any graph the set of reducible subgraphs canbe 
uniquely determined. 
Proof. It is trivial to prove that graphs accepted by the parser for a SP- 
CFGG G belong to L(G). In fact, the sequence of graphs produced by the 
parsing algorithm at each step is the reverse of a derivation performed according 
to G. 
To show that all graphs are accepted consider any graph D eL(G) and a 
sequence D o ,..., D i ,..., D~, such that 
D o+D 1 ' ' '  +D~ +' ' '  +D~D,  
D~ = (N~, cpi, ~bi), 0 ~< i ~< n. 
Let the sequence be such that, at each step, a set of nodes Mi C_ N is expanded, 
such that m ~ Mi satisfies one of the following conditions 1and 2: 
(1) q~i(j) ~ ~Tt for eachj e J~,(m) and for eaehj e oN (m); 
(2) 9,(J) < 9,(m) for all j~J~,(m) with ~0,(j) ~Zn and 9,(m) <: cpi(j) 
for all j e (~g,(m) with ~o,(j) e X, .  
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Condition 2 is such that two nonterminal nodes of the graph directly connected 
by some link cannot be rewritten at the same step. 
Obviously, if D i is not a terminal graph, 3/Ii =/= ;g. Let Di+ 1 = (Ni  ~1, ~ri+t ,
¢i+1)- We show now that a set of reducible subgraphs can be found in Di+l such 
that the result of the application of the set of reductions is a graph equivalent 
to D i . 
In fact, le t / )  = (A~ 9, ~) be the graph which is used to rewrite m ~ Mi ,  with 
~(m) = A; let ~ i  be the insertion function from _/V to Ni+l and I, O, respectively, 
the input and output nodes. 
By definition of SP-CFGG,  it is ~o~+l(n ) ~ %+1(~/i(I~)) for all n ~ N~+I such 
that (u, a,/ri) ff 44+1, a ~ A and ~Oi+l (~ i (O i )  ) "]2> (Pi+l(n) for all n ~ ~N~-+I such 
that (0  i , a, n) ~ 4i+z, a c A. It follows that a graph equivalent to / )  is a reducible 
subgraph of Di+l and, being the grammar simple precedence, it is uniquely 
reducible to A. 
In conclusion, each graph inL(G) can be recognized by the simple precedence 
parsing algorithm. The uniqueness of the parse easily follows from the fact that 
in any graph its reducible subgraphs are always disjoint. In fact, suppose that 
two connected subgraphs D 1 = (N1, ~vl, 41) and D 2 = (N2, q%, ~2) of D = 
(~; % ¢) can be determined such that D 3 = (N~, %,  ~b~) is a common subgraph 
of D 1 and D 2 Suppose that either N 2 D N 3 or Art D N3. In the former case, 
let n E N3 be a node such that at least one link (n', a, n) or (n, a, n') is in ~b 2for 
some n' E -N-2 and n' ~ Na (at least one such n can be found because D e is con- 
nected). Being n' not in N1, by definition of simple precedence reduction, it 
cannot be (p(n') ----" ~0(n): it follows that D 2 cannot be a reducible subgraph. A 
similar conclusion holds if N 1 D N a . 
Suppose now that N 1 = 2V~ = N~. If  (n, a, m) ~ ¢2 and (n, a, m) ~ Cz then D 1 
being a reducible subgraph, it cannot be rp(n) - -  ~0(m) and therefore D2 cannot be 
a reducible subgraph. 
In conclusion, reducible subgraphs are always disjoint and, at each iteration 
of the algorithm, the syntactic rules to be applied are uniquely determined. 
Q.E.D. 
TD-CFGG's  and SP-CFGG's  seem hardly characterizable from a graph 
theoretic point of view, because a graph grammar is (or is not) in either cIass 
depending on the labels on nodes and arcs, besides the structure of derivable 
graphs. 
A graph theoretic property of TD-CFGG's  is a direct consequence of the 
definition, and states that this class of grammars can describe only link-limited 
graph languages. It is not difficult to prove the same result for SP-CFGG's ,  
that is: 
THEOREM 5.5. I l L  is not link limited then L cannot be described by any SP- 
CFGG.  
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Proof. Suppose that L is context free but not /-link-limited. Then any 
grammar G generating L must have some LR-L I  nonterminal, according to 
Theorem 4.1. If  A is such a nonterminal, there is a left expansion A NEE D x, 
D = (N, 9, ~b), with node I labeled A and #({(n, a, I)  ] n e N', (n, a, I)  e ~b}) > 0, 
in which the production applied at some step is C -+ F r,°', F = (N', 9', ~') 
with #({(m, a, I') ] m ~ N', (m, a, I ')  e ~b'}) > 0. If node m is labeled X and node 
I '  is labeled Y, it is X -- Y. Y being a LR-L I  nonterminal, YeLD(Y)  and 
therefore it is also X % Y. It follows that the grammar is not simple 
precedence. 
A similar proof can be given supposing that L is not O-link-limited. Q.E.D. 
A precise relation between the classes of graph languages derivable from TD- 
CFGG's and SP-CFGG's is a matter of future investigation. Of course, con- 
cerning the grammars, it is not difficult to prove that a TD-CFGG can be found 
which is not a SP-CFGG, and vice versa. 
We discuss now the computational complexity of the simple precedence parsing 
algorithm. 
THEOREM 5.6. I f  k is the cardinality of the node set of the graph to be parsed, 
the time complexity of the simple precedence parsing algorithm is bound by k s, 
where b depends only on the grammar. 
Proof. Suppose that 
R = ((A1, (N1, ~,,  ~) , /1 ,  O1)), (n~, (N 2 , ~ ,  ~2),/2, O2),..., 
(& ,  (X , ,  ~ , ,  ~,), I , ,  O,)}; 
let c = max({•(Ni) I 1 ~< i ~< n}). I f  k is the cardinality of the node set of the 
graph to be parsed, the maximum number of subgraphs which could be selected 
c /e for ~eduction at each step is proportional to ~=a (u)- In fact, given a subset/V 
of nodes of the graph to be parsed, at most two nodes n 1 , n 2 ~ N are candidates to 
become input and output nodes of the reducible subgraph, being the only nodes 
which can be connected to nodes not in iV. 
The input and output nodes are in general connected through a set of links/2: 
such links could be assumed either inside or outside the reducible subgraph. 
It follows that every choice corresponds to a subgraph candidate to be reduced. 
All these operations have a time complexity bound by a constant, being the 
language link limited according to Theorem 5.5. 
If N is the cardinality of the node set of the reducible subgraph and Pm is the 
number of rules having a right-hand side graph with ~ nodes, then the number 
of graphs to be tested for equivalence is Pm. The time consumed for such test 
does not depend on the size of the graph to be parsed, but depends only on the 
grammar. 
At each step of the algorithm the number of nodes of the graph is monotonically 
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C 
decreasing, therefore ~h=l (~) can be assumed as an upper bound of the number 
of subgraphs to be examined at each step. The total number of steps being 
proportional to k and being k~=l  (~) ~ ck c+1, we derive the theorem. Q.E,D. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have presented a uniform theory of context-free graph 
grammars, by extending known results from string to graph grammars. The 
extension is not always straightforward; moreover there are theorems which 
hold for string grammars but do not for graph grammars. 
In particular, we have studied properties related to the recognizability of 
graph languages, and we have developed some parsing strategies with an 
evaluation of their computational complexity. 
These results can have a direct impact on the use of graph grammars in 
pattern recognition or, more generally, in application fields in which graphs 
must be processed by recognizing devices. 
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